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The new regulatory paradigm
Organisational regulatory reform

“There is no simple recipe for a best practice regulator, and all modern
regulators face challenges in pursuing regulatory maturity.
Regulatory maturity is an ongoing objective that is reliant on a complex
mix of knowledge, experience, human resources, business and IT
systems, new information, feedback loops, risk management, good
judgement, and continuous improvement.
Balancing these elements with reduced budgets, increasing complexity,
and Government and community expectations is a difficult task. As
such, regulatory maturity should be seen as an ongoing pursuit that
involves continuous evolution and improvement, rather than a specific
end-point”.
Joe Woodward 2016

Context – Regulatory reform
Big Question:
What does a mature regulator look like and what is good
practice?
Findings of the Woodward Report
• The Department is a sound regulator, but has work to do to ensure
it is effective, efficient and trusted
• Departmental staff are doing their best, but require better support
tools and updated guidance material
• For better regulatory practice, the Department needs to explain its
role clearly and improve its understanding of the regulated
community.

• The Framework
assumes that most
people are trying to
do the right thing
and commits us to
making it as easy as
possible to comply.
• It commits us to
taking a risk based
approach and
targeting our
compliance efforts.

Where we’ve come from
The context at section level

Permits, processes &
program reforms
• Around 50 permits per year
• Processes and templates
developed
• Legislation review
• Regulatory reforms:
• legislative amendments
• higher permit fees & new levy
• Fall in 2018 permits applications

Marked fee increase and new levy

Referrals, refusals and releases
• Around 5 customs intercepts of export cargo per annum 2012 to 2017
• Refuse or release for export
• Dependent on Australian Border Force (ABF)
• ABF resources
• ABF priorities
• ABF awareness
• No referrals in 2018 – ABF working with us on new risk management
and intelligence approach

Where we’re heading
Bringing regulatory maturity to the section level

Our part in this
• Cooperation with our new Office of Compliance
• Joint intelligence-led Operations
• Have a more holistic and strategic approach to our compliance and
enforcement:
• better compliance of regulated community with our legislation
after major non-compliance incident
• better understanding of where we can influence stakeholders
• improving our ability to identify entities for harder enforcement
measures in unregulated community
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Supports senior leadership decisions on direction,
priorities and resource allocation by describing the
trends, drivers and risks in an operating environment.

Three levels of intelligence

Strategic

, direction and allocating resources

Operational
informs
findings

Supports operational planning, resource deployment
and targeted approaches to problem-solving by
providing insights into discrete issues and sectors.

Tactical
Supports decisions and actions relating to individuals,
events and cases through detailed insights into drivers,
enablers and behaviours.

Note: the three levels represent a spectrum. There is overlap between the levels and
each provides inputs into the other levels.
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What we’ve achieved since May 2017
Working with others with the skills to get results

30 Days of Action in 2017
• INTERPOL coordinated activity: Operation 30 Days of Action
• Ideal opportunity to commence intelligence collection and analysis
activities
• We published a final report which was released to INTERPOL and our
international partner agencies
• Preliminary intelligence work focused both on criminal threats posed
by entities entirely outside the regulatory system, and risks of noncompliance within our permit system

30 Days of Action – Findings
• Found that small networks, comprised of linked individuals and small
businesses with overseas contacts, likely to present primary criminal
threat of illicit export.
• These networks likely to operate entirely outside of the regulated
trade, and likely to function opportunistically and flexibly in response
to enforcement
• Several vulnerabilities in export permitting process that could be
exploited
• For example, integrity of the permit process can be inadvertently
undermined by third parties in the international supply chain (such as
transit incident)

30 Days of Action
• Participation was important –
• focussed mind of our Departmental Executive on hazardous waste
• successfully elevated compliance as a priority
• paved way for further work – Catalyst
• Further focus on intelligence-led approach:
• strategic
• operational/tactical

Catalyst
• A pro-active, enduring project which aims to:
• integrates tactical, operational and strategic intelligence functions
• generate intelligence picture of illicit and non-compliant trade
• enhance regulatory, enforcement and operational decision-making
• In the last 9 months, our intelligence teams have:
• reviewed permit compliance
• industry information from a variety of sources, including industry
tip-offs
• our intelligence holdings
• customs data

Catalyst – Objectives
• Long-term strategic analysis of hazardous waste flows into/out of
Australia
• Issue, vulnerability and entity analysis
• Criminal intelligence analysis to identify criminal entities of interest
• Inform education and outreach activity
• Co-regulator engagement

Review of permit use – aims
Aim was to examine the regulated community and their use of
permits:
• identify nature and extent of non-compliance
• understand vulnerabilities in the regulatory system
• outline opportunities to bring permit holders into compliance

Review of permit use – analysis
• Shipping agents do not understand requirements to complete
customs notices
• Shipping agents use incorrect customs codes
(only 12% correct)

• Shipping agents do not not use correct permit numbers
(only 15% had permit number)

• Over-reliance on permit holders to comply with permit
conditions and self-report breaches
• While no false permit use was found, an expired permit had
been used instead of the correct permit

Review of permit use – actions to rectify
• Work with ABF to:
• develop system for validating permit numbers at border
• amendment of customs codes for more accurate use for wastes
• Education of permit holders and shipping agents
• Monitoring particular behaviours of permit holders:
• identify any large discrepancies in predicted exports and actual
permits
• companies who withdraw permits
• companies who have their permits revoked
• companies who have their applications refused
• permit holders that do not appear to use their permit

Transit monitoring
• 3 non-compliance incidents known since 2016 –
1 serious incident at Colombo, Sri Lanka – fire from Li-ion batteries
• While ultimate responsibility is with permit holder, undermined by
others in logistics chain:
• shipping companies may alter their routes, often without knowledge
of permit holders
• shipping agents fail to understand strict nature of permit conditions
• Two main actions to remedy:
• communication strategy developed for permit holders
• intelligence monitoring

When you apply for your next permit:

Transit
monitoring –
communications
strategy



Discuss your potential shipping routes with a shipping agent.



Seek advice from your shipping agent or freight forwarder about
whether the transit country/ies requires a permit.
These will be in addition to the Australian export permit.



Apply for your Australian export permit and ensure that all
potential transit countries are listed.

If you are granted a permit:



Provide the list of transit countries as included in your permit to
your shipping agent or freight forwarder before you book.



Receive written confirmation from your shipping agent or freight
forwarder that the booked route does not transit any countries
not listed on your permit.

If at any time


Your shipping agent or freight forwarder advises that it is no
longer possible to ship your hazardous waste only via the
permitted countries, contact us to determine whether we can
vary your permit application or your permit:
hwa@environment.gov.au or 1800 803 772 or 02 6274 1411.

Transit monitoring – live monitoring
• Intel team developing process monitor real-time movements and
compare against permitted transit and destination countries
• Uses import/export data to monitor exports with reference to actual
vessel movements
• Movements known from commercially available AIS vessel monitoring
software
• Some software has ‘alert’ capabilities for when vessel reaches port
• Process still under development
• May not allow us complete visibility in all circumstances, such as
when cargo transhipped

Audits
• No audit of permit holders ever undertaken since Basel Convention
implemented in 1989
• Identifies key activities for review over 3 phases
Phase 1 will review selection of movement documents of all permit
holders
Phase 2 will review selection of disposal certificates of all permit
holders
Phase 3 will select some permit holders and review all documents
relating to a permit application and its use

Permit review – audit plan

Strategic
• Number of non-compliant exports likely to rise over next few years
• Changes in domestic and international policy, such China’s recent restriction on
waste imports, will impact volumes and destinations
• Non-compliant exports by individuals and small groups with ethnic links to
destination countries
• Organised crime networks also likely to be involved
• Irregular documentation, concealment methods and exporters using the definition
of e-waste main methods used
• Mainly e-waste and used lead acid batteries
• New hazardous waste streams are emerging – e.g. Li+ battery waste, counterfeit
pesticides, persistent organic pollutants

Other
• Customs codes analysis – to help in understanding effect of China’s
waste import restrictions
• Potentially useful tool to help hazardous waste flow analysis for
compliance and enforcement purposes

Concluding remarks
Importance of networks
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